Overseas Professional and Intercultural Training (OPT) Program

Possible Internship Placements

The list below outlines possible internships and does not guarantee placement with a specific organization. The availability of placements changes from year to year and depends on our partners’ capacities for hosting an intern at any given time.

Placements are not limited to the internships listed here. We also strongly encourage applicants to notify us if they are interested in an organization or institution not listed below. American Councils will reach out to potential placement organizations and explore new placements based on applicants’ preferences.

**ESTONIA**

**American Councils Tartu Field Office** - [Education Management]

AC Estonia was established in 2015. The office coordinates logistics for the FLEX program which provides Estonian high-schoolers the opportunity to study in the U.S. for an academic year. The field office also offers extra support for the NSLI-Y program which sends U.S. high-schoolers to study in Estonia. [link]

**HANZA** - [STEM]

HANZA is a fast growing industrial business partner within manufacturing. The company offers a unique combination of advisory services and tailor made manufacturing solutions that increases growth and profitability for its customers. HANZA was founded in 2008 and has grown into a billion SEK company. The Company currently operates in Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic and China. Among HANZA’s clients there are leading industrial companies such as Atlas Copco, Ericsson, ABB and Saab Defense. [link]